
 

 

Theories of Evolution 
 
Charles Darwin 
Theory 
His theory of evolution is diverse groups of animals evolve from one or a few common ancestors, 
the mechanism by which this evolution takes place is natural selection - VERA.  
Observations 
The difference that existed between animals of the same species within the Galapagos Islands. 
Most significantly, the divergence within finches on the different islands, which suggested that they 
had changed, or evolved, over time from an ancestral finch.  
How they were interpreted 
All of Darwin’s collections on his voyage led him to entertain and later accept the idea of evolution, 
After returning home he attempted to find a cause, and after a few idea fall-throughs he paused on 
natural selection and kept at it. 
Evidence 
The replacement of extinct species by modern ones (as in the case of armadillos and giant sloths) 
and the geographic replacement of one species by another over large portions of the South 
American continent (rheas and the brown smaller version south) and the micro-version of the same 
geographic replacement patterns on different islands in a chain (mockingbirds and tortoises) 
 
Alfred Russel Wallace 
Theory 
Developed the theory of Natural Selection. (Organisms which are well adapted to their environment 
tend to live longer transmitting genetic characteristics to future generations, whereas less adapted 
organisms are eliminated.)  
Observations 
Came to conclusion through observing wildlife in Asia and South America. Supplying Charles 
Darwin with birds to co-produce the theory of “Natural Selection”.  
How observations were interpreted 
Through comparison of organism populations Wallace came to the conclusion of natural selection. 
Through the same species living in different environments resulted in a change of species.  
Evidence 
Observations of different species  
 
Lamarck 
Theory 
Inheritance of Acquired Characteristics 

First explanation for evolution → Variation in species developed due to use or disuse of body parts. 

These changes passed onto offspring. 
Observations 
Lamarck proposed a theory to explain the diversity of life that was logical and coherent. 
Interpreted 
Lamarck's theory was eventually discredited because acquired characteristics do not have a 
genetic basis. In addition, his theory cannot account for all the observations made of life on Earth. 
For instance, it would predict that all organisms gradually become complex, and simple organisms 
disappear.  
Evidence 
Evolution through the environment, the environment choose your traits. 
The classic example used to explain the concept of use and disuse is the elongated neck of the 
giraffe. According to Lamarck's theory, a given giraffe could, over a lifetime of straining to reach 
high branches, develop an elongated neck. A major downfall of his theory was that he could not 
explain how this might happen, though he discussed a "natural tendency toward perfection." 
Evidence against 
The inheritance of acquired traits has been disproved by advances made in the past century in the 
field of genetics. 
 
 



 

 

 
Social and political Influences 
Species formation was developed in secret notebooks. The reason behind Darwin suppressing 
such ideas is due to his wife’s religious beliefs and the current christian based society centered 
around creation. Darwin’s theory subverted such traditional religious beliefs, as heresy was 
implemented against those who contradict religious regulation.   

- Religious society 

- Wifes strong christian heritage 

- Darwin’s good name.  
 

What catalysed his findings 

- His daughters death. 

- Wallace’s findings which were almost identical to Darwin’s.  
 

Social and Political Influences 

- 1831: Journey 

- 1836: Finished 

- 1859: Published Origin of Species 
 


